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ABSTRACT 

The article depicts Garcia Marquez’s portrayal of ‘La Violencia’ in his novel No One Writes to Colonel, which 

is the cause behind the traumatization of the Colombian society. It can be said that his fiction “… would be about the 

living and not about the dead” (Hoyos, 18). He is writing about the society which is full of oppression, killing, murder, 

chaos, uncertainty. Garcia Marquez is writing about gruesome atrocities of his native land, which was faced by the 

generations together. 

In the novel No One Writes to Colonel, Garcia Marquez has portrayed the plightful condition of a colonel and 

his wife, who are living in the extreme poverty during the military rule of Colombia, waiting for the unexpected letter of 

pension to arrive. The letter never came throughout the novel, but the colonel never loses hope like the colonized never 

lose the hope of independence. His optimistic attitude of mind, based on an expectation of positive outcome is Marquez’s 

approach for his readers that dedication and determination is enough for success. The practice of dominance involved 

subjugation of one group of people to other in the novel. Like most of the colonized countries, Colombia also witnesses 

violent conflicts, oppression, displacement, crime, corruption and discrimination etc, which is the cause behind the ordeal 

and trauma of the society. The purpose of the paper is to study the dignity of their struggle despite being traumatized by 

imperialists, dictators and military oppressors. 
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